Abstract: Throughout this article we present a methodology to localize multiple people in a group by a multi-robot system (MRS). The aim of the MRS is to conduct people through hallways in indoors as
Introduction
Interaction between humans and robots may occur in a variety of ways, and are deployed in everyday human environments. Interactive navigational tasks, such as leading, following people and so forth, require the ability to track human motion by different modalities. A matter in our present research is concerned with such tasks like guiding-tours. Oftentimes in different public and private institutions, visitors are guided for recognition of such places; meanwhile information and assistance about those physical facilities are provided by a guide. To build a multi-robot system (MRS) architecture (Uni Y., Fukunanga A. & Kahng A., 1997) , which takes the role of human guides is a final purpose of this research. In fact, searching on the bibliography, a very few successful works concerned with guiding-tours have been developed. Perhaps, one of the most related works might be Rhino and Minerva Tour Guide robots (Thrun et al, 1999) , a single robot was developed to perform all the functions of a tour guide in a museum, including leading groups of people to exhibits upon request and answering questions. Our context has some differences, such as our system is compounded by a team of mobile robots, due to the importance of the task our architecture is centralized and deliberative, the MRS controls the people trajectory motion, and communication between robots and people is based on motion reactions. In this paper our endeavor is to present in detail the methodology involved in the process of multiple people localization by deploying a team of 3 robots, whereby the sensory information provided by distributed stereo sensors is shared in a non-active cooperative framework. Similar architectures but within critical differences were presented by (Nakazawa A., Kato H. & Inokuchi S., 1998) , where a distributed a vision system for human tracking with static cameras was implemented, consisted of a camera and an image processor in each workstation. The system is network-connected and broadcasts the body position. It uses a type of model based template matching to track moving people. Other work presented by (Tsutsui H., Miura J. & Shirai Y., 2001 ) was an optical flow-based system with multiple cameras for person tracking. The information of the target is shared among the cameras such as position and velocity. This method uses a region based algorithm where a number of flow vectors are obtained from the sequence of image pixels. Tracking of multiple people is proposed by different techniques such as image processing or by combining digital images with other sensors like in (Beymer D. & Konolige K., 1999) , where cameras or vision sensors are in static mode. However, our proposed system differs in some extent. Since it is a multi-robotic task we avoid implementing a vision system due to image processing requires high cost for time computation. Deliberation is brought out in a centralized paradigm. Vision sensors are distributed dynamically; environment is ranged upon stereo vision. In our system all computations are performed regarding 3D and 2D points representing the MRS world model in standard laptop computers and localization is brought out in a central motion-planner. Finally, further than tracking people, at this stage our MRS pursuit to detect the group's center of gravity upon each people position, for the sake of crowding and motion control-guiding. This paper mainly focuses on the methodology for estimating position of each guided people as a first approach for conduction of human motion. An extensive theoretical description and experimental results are discussed; all concerned with sensing technique, spatial filtering, 3D and 2D data processing, multi-sensor data fusion, clustering based segmentation and human localization and their integration in the MRS architecture is basically the matter of this paper. In section 2, the purpose of this research and scopes of the paper are discussed. Section 3 and 4 detail the robots features, the MRS architecture, and where the system is interacting. Section 5, describes the theoretical methodology of this approach to overcome the problem of people localization. Eventually, section 6, discusses the obtained experimental results
Aim of study
Guided tours chiefly means walking or moving from one point to a target location by employing certain conduction tasks, which essentially involve a mechanism to flock or crowd people. Our motivation is to achieve some guiding tasks, which involve crowding while navigation, by using multiple cooperative mobile robots capable to flock together a determined number of people as well as maneuvering them by a specific navigation course. Let us consider no more than 10 people in indoors, and at least 2 and no more than 4 mobile robots for accomplishing such task. See Fig. 1 . Fig. 1 . MRS general formation conducting a group of 5 people.
Our system consists of a set of mechanically homogeneous mobile robots. Nevertheless, we may think of it, that they can be considered heterogeneous since at least one robot's differences (front-side) arise more functional rather than physical, like the interesting multi-robot system presented in (Balch T. & Arkin R. C., 1999) , which presented a reactive behavior-based approach to robot formation-keeping, where in their experiments a leader robot was not usually at the front side of the formation, but in the middle, or to one side. In our research the MRS conducts the people by a nonactive cooperative modality, where they share data and cooperate for localizing the people, guiding them toward a goal-destination without knowing about the existence of other robots. A single robot likely will not perceive fully each member of the whole group in a given moment, since crowded people occlude themselves some members, losing temporarily their presence in the sensors field of view. For this guiding-tour modality some elements are critical to regard, such as of people location, robots self-localization, MRS communication system, a motion planer and self-formation strategies. Besides, it might result an intractable task to accomplish due to human behavior. Given that, in the scope of this paper our approach has been to depict results of successful people localization. We accomplished the task getting experimental results with a team of 3 mobile robots. For purposes of evaluating robustness and reliability of the method, we set a stationary experimental situation in order to get a clear measurement of the existing error, by matching the real world model, against the MRS computation results relaying on people position, respect to the team of robots
Mobile robots features
The main reason of configuration in Fig. 1 is because only one robot is needed as long as for guidance or conduction is concerned. On the other hand, two vehicles are settled at back-side to observe the people's behavior and/or crowd the group whether it is necessary by means of special guiding tasks. In spite of the system has already defined internally those tasks, that explanation is out of range for the purpose of this paper, for which at this time we will omit it. The three mobile robots have almost the same physical characteristics, which include same sensors and software routines, remarking only that the robot-leader (Ra) just exchanges its mobility behavior of conduction, as long as for yielding guidance is concerned. The MRS exploit the stereo vision model; because stereo based data ranging has several favorable reasons for environment sensing. Basically it facilitates: (1) 3D spatial coordinates, (2) object segmentation. Although some of those features can be computed by using some other methods and sensors, stereo vision facilitates the problem of segmentation, since with stereo images a ranged model can be generated, and it makes easier to compute people segmentation (Beymer D. & Konolige K., 1999) . Each mobile robot is a self-contained platform of a project developed in our lab. Additionally, each mobile robot has been equipped with a trinocular Ra and binocular (Rb and Rc) stereo vision (Fig. 2) . It provides disparity maps, gray scale images (160x120 pixels) in real-time. Sensor data are acquired by an IEEE 1394 bus communication. Additionally, the Note-PC has a 900MHz Pentium-III running under Linux. Fig. 3 depicts the configuration of a mobile robot for sensing a person, like the one at up-right side, the image upon which calculations were done and its disparity map (Fig.  3 down-right) . The last one represents a matching of the ranged environment by levels of gray. The farther a point is from the sensor, the darken the pixel becomes. The center of the sensor was fitted approximately at 100cm height (left side of Fig. 3 ). Objects were measured in a range of distances between 100cm and no more than 500cm far away from the stereo sensor. In addition, we established the stereo parameters a priori by choosing and changing such settings manually until they met our needs, getting the best results for the environmental conditions, some of them listed in table 1. Moreover, the algorithm for establishing stereo correlation is the Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) and results were obtained in real time. Environment ranging was firstly evaluated, by means of earlier experiments, inside an empty area of approximately 800x700cm within a human standing at 200cm far away from the stereo sensor for the sake of measuring his metrical location.
Image resolution (pixels) 120x160
Focal length (cm) 105.46
Cameras baseline (cm) 10.0
View field (deg) 60
Edge Mask (pixels) 11
Stereo Mask (pixels) 15
Disparity Range 2-128 Table 1 . Stereo sensor characteristics A first complication of using this model was a high rate of noise due to stereo occlusion, contrast, brightness and so forth. The results of such experiments are depicted in Fig. 4 , it shows the top and side view of the 3D points computed with the disparity map of Fig. 3 down-right. 
MRS architecture

MRS environment
In this section, the MRS environment as well as some conditions of the experiments for multi-human localization is described. Firstly, environment is basically compounded by indoors such as corridors and rooms, where about 6 persons can walk freely. A team of three mobile robots in such a space is enough to localize all the humans, overcoming in some extent the problem of partial occlusion generated by the members themselves. In Fig. 5 , the configuration of an experiment is depicted; Basically, for the purpose of evaluation the environment was set a priori within 2 rows of people, 3 and 2 people at front-side and at back-side respectively, between Ra (front) and Rb, Rc (left, right also respectively). In Fig. 6 , from any distributed location, people are difficult to perceive wholly. Such as the case of Ra , that can sense partial regions especially from people at back-side. Likewise, Rb and Rc, each were able to barely perceive only 4 persons. Fig. 7 shows a top view of sensor readings from the 3 distributed locations. Let us compare briefly Figs. 5, 6 and 7. All plots have been arranged into a common coordinate system. Let's be aware that in the Rb's field of a furniture (vertically set table) has also been sensed, and will have repercussion in latter results. As we can see in Fig. 7 , there exists uncertainty about reliable humans' data. Meaning that in spite of having a sharing of 3 distributed data sensors; it can not give an accurate representation of the world. In such conditions, it can lead the robots to believe that some objects do exists, but it is not, and have false positives.
Centralization
The team of non-honolomic mobile robots is depicted in Fig. 8 . The central robot (Ra) has been instrumented with a trinocular stereo sensor, while Rb and Rc ranges the world by means of a binocular stereo sensor, fixed over the robotic platform. A first endeavor of the MRS is to share distributed sensory information. However, one problem to consider in our architecture design was to decide whether raw sensor data (Fig. 7 ) must be firstly shared and subsequently filtered, or inversely to firstly perform a routine of data filtering in each robot and later to centralize it. Fig. 9 . MRS architecture Thus, to tackle the problem of getting future false positives, after several experiment results, we established that a reliable way to share distributed percepts was by (1) performing a filtering process and (2) carry out with distributed data fusion. Our architecture is depicted by Fig. 9 . In fact, deliberation is accomplished in a centralized area called motion-planner. The steps for data filtering and data fusion are discussed in detail in section 5 (Fig. 9) .
Data processing
By means of a cooperative framework, we have developed a method, which in order more fully to describe it is compounded by 5 main stages:
1. Environment sensing 2. Filtering a. Zones discrimination b. Noise reduction c. Point reduction (quantization) 3. Distributed multi-sensor data fusion 4. Clustering based segmentation 5. People localization Considered as an essential part for getting improved results in people segmentation process, data filtering is a critical element of the core of this method. Filtering (stage 2) basically, is compounded by 3 sub-processes: 2-(a) zones discrimination, 2-(b) noise reduction and 2-(c) a routine of point reduction. In multi-sensor data fusion (3), the information is arranged onto a same coordinate system to construct a short-term map transition. In addition, we have implemented a segmentation method relaying on a clustering algorithm (4). Eventually, people are detected and localized (5).
3D points Discrimination
Spatial filtering purposefully deals with the elimination of unnecessary ranged areas. A considerable high number of points are removed (and consequently the burden of time computation is hopefully decreased). We have called this stage zones discrimination process because basically it is a filtering, relaying on 2 thresholds. For points falling out the zone between shoulders and knees a discrimination criterion is carried out. On the other extreme, points between those thresholds are considered information with probability to belong to the set of points of ranged people. In general we assumed about 170cm as a statistical average people's height, and points in the range between 20cm and 140cm of Y-space are being considered as a valid set of 3D points. Let us consider a set called RAW of vectors raw Where, the set RAW represents the raw sensor data, V is the set within the points of interest evaluated by raw i y . The range is delimited by th 1,2 representing the thresholds (knees and shoulders), and points which were ranged out are floor, ceiling and even mismatched points (farther away over ceiling and under floor, see Fig. 4-(b) ) are zones from which sensor generates a considerable large amount of points, and are not useful for our purpose.
Noise reduction
Noise reduction is an essential task to avoid undesired ranged regions without meaning, and keep a clean representation of the world model. Since sensory information is not a perfect noiseless data model, thus we must deal with this problem by implementing a noise reduction spatial filtering. Such noise was generated due to the presence of certain light conditions and/or partial occlusion produced among the members themselves, observed from a determined vehicle's position. As a difference of ranged human's points, noise has been considered as small 3D spaces containing poor density and low uniformity distribution of ranged points, which are about less than 15 3D-points in a volume of 10x10x120cm (XZY). Opposite to this, ranged people data often keeps a high density and a uniform distribution of points between 20cm and 140cm (height of knees and shoulders), while other objects do not. For example a desk which keeps a very short number of 3D points compared against the human points number. Further, the number of 3D points of ranged people is much higher compared with branches of noise generated by bad contrast or stereo occlusion. Based on this simple consideration, we faced up this problem by implementing a 3D spatial filter upon an XZ square window and a threshold of number of points. The filtering process is performed over a data vector and the filtering window slides over X and Z directions on the ground plane. The filtering window discriminates sets of points making use of a threshold value, depending on the number of points in the cell, if the number of points inside the window is superior to such threshold, then the cell content is just skip and considered as relevant information, otherwise points are removed and the window will slide to the next position. Its increment is given by the windows size itself. The issue relative to this previous description is depicted in Fig. 10 
Once process has computed the set of points by expression (2), the results will be evaluated by (3) into the set H. Regarding a number of points called l and restricted by a threshold th n , the action of filtering is given by (3). . Likewise, the filtering area was given by fwin=10cm and threshold equal to 20 points for our experiments.
Points reduction
The special purpose of point reduction task is a type of quantization performed to the spatial memory data structure in each robot. It reduces considerably more the number of points to soft the burden of cost computation, and keeping a 2D world representation. And purposefully project objects' occupancy with a very low density of points. Since a 2D space is only needed for human localization, and an object position can be represented only by an XZ coordinate. The principle of this algorithm is that projecting the points from the 3D space onto a 2D sub-space, the density of points on the ground plane will increase. It is a quantization of the points in the XZ space by using small square cells, regardless the number of points in a cell. If a cell keeps at least a single point, then only the central value of such cell in the middle of both axis (XZ) will be a point representing data in that cell-area. We found that it does not really affect greatly the final occupancy data representation on the XZ space, cause the small size of cells. Given two sets of vectors in 3 space, where H is the set of vectors of the filtered data from (3), and C is a new set, which its space XZ is divided by a new size of cells represented by hwin. Where 
Thus, the set of points in each cell are defined in the domain of the set C k , additionally let's define the center of the cell H k by (x k +hwin/2) and (z k +hwin/2), where every cell origin is given by (a k ,b k ) in cm. In Fig. 11-b) , each cell has a determined number of points, and those points are labeled or referenced with their respective number of cell given by (4). The sense of this technique is for selecting a unique value to represent the content of a cell, instead of considering all the points in it, as in Fig.  11-c) . From here, as depicted in Fig. 11-d) , only one 2D point is considered, and it will appear at every nonempty cell. Eventually, the process of data reduction is calculated, resulting the set W={W The space is basically a grid where each unique cell contains a different number of (x,z) points, in such way that by considering the C space it resulted easier and faster to compute small number of cells containing sets of points within a same label, than a large number of points matching the XYZ space of the H domain, see figure 11-a). In general, the rate of 2D points was highly reduced, with data arising from the number of points computed previously to the execution of this routine.
Multi-sensor data fusion
Multi-sensor data fusion is carried out in the centralized part of the MRS architecture, which basically performs all its deliberative functions. The main purpose of data fusion is to represent in the inner of the MRS a complete model of the world at every discrete time Tk. Further than improve the world map model at every updating, a map is constructed only once to extract a percept and then removed. Because of it is a short-term common state map transition, only each human position extraction is critical at every update interval, so its time of life is limited just for such an interval. Sensory information arises from the 3 distributed robots' locations via TCP/IP wireless. We have created a network-group compounded by the 3 robots and the motion-planner (centralized-deliberative part), whereby arrays of data are spread as messages, gathered and shared in a common mailbox, where only the members of the MRS have memberships. Only 2 types of data are sent into the motion-planner by the team of robots: (1) arrays of filtered data and (2) robot's pose R i (x,z, ) . In Fig. 12 , each robot's sensor data point s r = (x r , z r , r ), where any of the 3 robots can be named according by the elements of R={a,b,c}. Such distributed data are arranged over a common coordinate system by performing a translation of points ranged by the field of vision of each robot. In addition, a sensor-sensor calibration technique is required for attaining accurate data fusion. Nonetheless, in this paper we do not address the topic of calibration in deeply due to the fact that it requires a detailed explanation which involves many particular issues already researched. To overcome the problem of dynamic distributed sensors calibration, we implemented a common Cartesian coordinate system (CCCS), which is an architectural framework embedded in each robotic platform (T. Yoshida, A. Ohya and S. Yuta, 2003) . It allows the MRS to share it among the team of robots. About every 10ms they share their own relative pose via wireless and match such information against a common Cartesian framework. The method is based on combining measurements arising from ultrasonic range sonar and odometers. The 3 mobile robots get their pose by means of a triangulation strategy with a flat wall; if there are relative pose differences, then the robots self-correct such differences. Additionally, we correct the MRS relative pose into the real world coordinates, by deploying a positioning system for error pose correction and localization developed in our laboratory called POEM (Y. Watanabe & S. Yuta ,1990) . Thus, CCCS and POEM are combined to overcome the problem of accurate MRS's pose determination. A topic of self-formation strategies and people conduction will be addressed in the future. Meanwhile, in this respect for accomplishing the aim of multi-sensor data fusion, the points in w [ ] b [ ] c . Finally, such an expression determines the space K which represents the short-term transition map of the world. This map is now a critical key-issue for the process detailed in next section.
Clustering based segmentation
At this stage our short-term map is being represented by a vector containing data points in the XZ-space, which a clustering method seems to be appropriate for processing such data structures. Specifically referring to segmentation based on clustering, the purpose of any clustering technique is to evolve a K r partition matrix of data set S(S=s Our method for segmentation is based upon a threshold distance between two points of the set K. If two points are close enough, then those given points are labeled as part of the same group. The explanation of such assumption is very simple, a determined point in process of clustering is compared with the rest by calculating their distances, and all the points closer than an established threshold are thus considered as the same sub-cluster. The end of such process will result with a set of clusters representing the objects in the short-term map. Basically, three main situations have been settled as the core of this method: , which is non-classified yet and is close enough to the point s i in sub-cluster S 1 that the distance between them is such that d d th , then set and point will be classified as part of the same sub-cluster, in S 2 represented by the subset of the equation (9). In situations like the previously explained in 1), 2) and 3), the involved points are classified as part of the same cluster, and such process will be performed by comparing all possible distances among the points in K, once the points has been totally labeled, the set K is partitioned }, where each of such points has in common a label value. Now let's say that the distance threshold was denoted by d th =15cm, which is the maximum distance between 2 points close enough to consider that both belong to the same cluster. Segmented objects are classified by a determined numeric label generated and assigned automatically during the process of clustering in the motion-planner.
Unclassified point vs. unclassified point
Experimental results
The purpose of this section is now to show and explain the obtained results from laboratory experiments according to each of the steps of our method discussed in previous sections.
Data filtering
This section details the results obtained from zones discrimination and noise reduction, explained in sections 5.1 and 5.2. Firstly, referring to zones discrimination, let's compare the results of Fig. 7 (raw sensor data) against Fig. 13 , and it can be noticed the difference of quantity and points remaining after discrimination. By preserving points only between shoulders and knees, its number was approximately 15% of the total being still useful for later processing, while about 85% was removed. Same process was performed in each robot. Subsequently, the algorithm of noise reduction previously discussed in section 5.2 was applied and results have been plotted in figure 1 -a), b) , c). With this algorithm in all experiments, data were still reduced about 27% less (from the resulted after zones discrimination), remaining approximately 73% for later processing (although it was depending on the cell size). On one side, the people who are partially or completely occluded by other people hardly might appear in the processed data after noise reduction, due to the poor density of points measured. On the other extreme, for people adequately ranged their uncertainty decreased and its 2D occupancy map and boundaries were better sharpened as well. Certainly, when some people are poorly ranged and might be undesirably removed, although having distributed vision a shared map solves greatly the problem. Hereafter, data has been prepared for the next process, and let's notice that relying on each vehicle data.
Point reduction
Now, the main goal of point reduction (previously discussed in early section 5.3) is to hold the 2D occupancy or projection over a common map within the smallest possible number of points. So that, time computation is highly reduced for later data processing. Its significance comes from the fact that once data fusion is performed the total number of points (from the team of robots) will generate a certain burden for segmentation performance. Results of point quantization are depicted in Fig. 15 . The number of 3D points was reduced over 15,000 points from the original ones (raw data) only in Ra. Practically, by means of this process nearly 93% of the data was still removed without lose 2D occupancy of ranged objects (people and furniture). Thus, for the purpose of data fusion about 7% of the points in each robot have resulted. Now on, these results can be more advantageous, and segmentation can be more likely attained. 
Data fusion and clustering
The aim of multi-sensor fusion in the proposed method is to share sensory information arising from each distributed robot's location, to have a whole representation of the world in a short-term map transition, since eventually our interest at each update time is to get each human position and the group's center of gravity. The way of data association is by setting onto a common coordinate system (common short-term map) the sensory information filtered by each vehicle. Fig. 16 depicts data fusion results. Fig. 16 . Results of multi-sensor data fusion.
Sometimes humans can be lost partially due to occlusion, producing results with poor density of ranged objects, so that filtering could undesirably remove them completely. Thus, data fusion makes possible to reconstruct each object's 2D occupancy. Once data fusion process has been carried out, clustering based segmentation is then performed as a preamble to typify the nature of the objects. Fig. 17 depicts the clusters of points in the MRS's short-term common map.
Fig. 17. Results of segmentation
How to determine what set of points are representing a unique object was established a priori by grouping 2D points which their unique common feature is a distance that differentiates what group of close points belongs to a particular object. In Fig. 17 , only 7 clusters of points were found by performing our algorithm.
People localization
In Fig. 17 , cluster 5 th (such object was depicted at left side in Fig. 6-a) and cluster 7 th , where the former one represents a section of a furniture, which at the time of the experiment it was in the field of view of Rb. Likewise, cluster 7 th , is a small fragment of bit of noise associated with a part of data people. In spite of that, cluster 7 th is considered as noise because in any possible manner it has not contained enough size-feature as humans have, such as the number of points, height, width and depth. A similar consideration was taken for the cluster 5 th , because it is not as tall enough as a human. Basically size constraints were established a priori to differentiate humans from other objects, for this process we regarded some parameters such as center of gravity (x,z), number of points, maximum and minimum values of the XZ-space as height of each object. Furthermore, by calculating each human cluster's center of gravity, people localization was a relatively simple task to accomplish. Fig. 18 shows how humans have been successfully localized; each circle expresses humans' positions and 2D size. People have been projected as circles and their scopes surround the highest concentration of ranged points close to their centroid. Basically human localization is represented by its center of gravity. According to the clusters labeled with 1,2,3,4 and 6 in Fig. 17 . We took use of the standard deviation d as the radius d between the centroid and the rest of points in a cluster for depiction of humans' scope. In Fig.  18 circles are plotted within a radius of 3 d . Fig. 18 . Results of people localization.
Conclusions
Summing up, in the scope of this paper, our approach has been to depict results of successful multiple people localization. We discussed in detail a method by deploying a MRS within a centralized architecture, since it has resulted enough for a task-oriented approach. The content of this paper is a critical part as a preamble to accomplish guiding-tours. A methodology for processing and sharing distributed sensor data and multi-sensor data fusion was detailed. We accomplished the task getting experimental results by deploying a team of 3 mobile robots, and only for purposes of evaluating robustness and reliability of the method; we matched a stationary experimental situation against the MRS computation results, in order to get a clear idea about the error measurement of people position respect to the team of robots' formation. Filtering process mainly cleans noisy sensor readings. Such as discrimination of zones that increases certainty and reliability to select objects of interest. A second element of filtering was noise reduction, and a third element has been called point reduction, whereby data structures in the robots' spatial memory are optimized. Additionally, distributed sensor data has been fused into a short-term local map, sharing a common coordinate system. In addition an algorithm based on clustering for segmentation was implemented, and results were obtained successfully. Eventually people localization was attained, achieving a marginal mean error of 5cm in humans' positions. This method has resulted feasible
